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Fast Approaching ELD Mandate Survey Results - Conference Call Transcript
 Summary
We had the pleasure of hosting Kevin Hill (from CarrierLists) and Andrew Lockwood (from Kenco) to share the results of their extensive
front-line survey of thousands of trucking fleets in advance of the fast-approaching December 18th deadline that will eliminate paper driver
logs, leading to increased compliance with hours-of-service regulations and require more trucks and more drivers to move the same amount
of freight that moved around when drivers were (easily) able to falsify their driver log books. How much more capacity will be needed is
unclear, but the ELD mandate certainly isn't adding any supply to the trucking market. And when we're talking trucking, we're really talking
truckload. Below are other key takeaways and an edited transcription from the call. Stifel has no opinion on, and is not responsible for, the
views expressed in this transcript by participants who are not employees of Stifel.

 Key Points

• Survey says as of early December, ~75% of fleets claim to be ELD ready. This is up significantly from response rates <50% as late
as October. Still unsure how close we'll get to 100% by next Monday, but everyone's certain it won't be 100%. Other surveys that sample
a wide population (Transplace, Fleet Owner, and C.J. Driscoll & Associates) all reported that only 30%-40% of fleets were ELD compliant,
as we moved into the back half of 2017.

• Mr. Hill and Mr. Lockwood found in their research that fleets with <60 trucks were significantly more deficient with ELD
compliance. Interestingly, based on ATA data, 97% of fleets have <20 power units. The large public carriers we follow have had compliance
plans for years and were compliant well in advance of the deadline. In fact, Werner Enterprises has been operating with paperless logs
for nearly 15 years.

• Tank and bulk carriers least compliant among the various trucking sectors. Reefer carriers were most compliant at ~90% in the most
recent survey, and dry van carriers were second with ~75% compliance.

• ELDs are coming. It appears that any last-minute attempts (e.g., "ELD or me" rallys) fell short, and drivers are accepting the new reality.
Many shippers, though, remain unaware, as small fleets have not been bringing it to their attention. Larger shippers have been much more
in the loop on the pending regulation. Any significant supply/demand tightening should catch most shippers off-guard.

• Enforcement still the biggest unknown. It's one thing to not be in compliance, and it's another to still be operating out of compliance.
The number of trucks running down the road every day, technically compliant or not, dictates the industry supply side of the supply/demand
equation that determines rates. What was made clear on the call is that there remains a lack of clarity as to what enforcement will look
like in the coming months.

• More color and issues on the gray area of ELD enforcement. a) Enforcement will be up to either state police or highway patrol, being
determined on a state-by-state basis, b) Well over 40 ELD devices have been self-certified, but we have heard that as many as 1/3 of
those don't technically meet the FMCSA ELD specs, and it is unclear what happens to fleets who bought a "certified" ELD that is actually
non-compliant, c) If carriers start to speed up to run the same number of miles in less time, we are unsure how law enforcement may use
or be able to use ELDs to cite drivers for speeding tickets, d) How many carriers will claim some exemption from the ELD rule (like for local
carriers who operate within 100/150 air mile radius), and how easy will that be to fudge?

• Will ELDs lead to the "mother of all capacity shortages"? Our view has been "no, not ELDs alone" although we do expect capacity
to tighten and believe trucking rates will continue to march higher. ELDs are just one factor among many limiting industry supply in recent
years. Drivers are the capacity constraint in the trucking industry, even more so than tractors, as we have spoken with several fleets that
have a significant number of trucks parked, because they can't seat them with qualified drivers. In fact, trucking rates have spiked over
the past two months due to supply disruptions and increased demand caused by Hurricanes Harvey and Irma. Driver wage pressure has
also been on the rise all year, and we are seeing it hit for the first time in the LTL sector. So, whether ELDs remove a significant amount
of capacity or just a little bit, we believe trucking rates are headed higher. One thesis has been that all these small non-compliant carriers
running illegally will just fold, but "quit rate" was very low in the survey. We believe the carriers are likely to raise prices before they just turn
in the keys and park their trucks for good. But fleet failures or rising rates lead to higher transportation costs. Shippers should be on notice.
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Dave Ross: 

 

Welcome, everybody, to a very topical conversation featuring Kevin Hill and Andrew Lockwood on the 

subject of ELDs—otherwise known as electronic logging devices, and formerly known as EOBRs. Many 

people think this issue will be a significant game changer in the industry and potentially lead to a capacity 

crunch in the trucking sector.  And nobody that we have come across has done more in-depth work and 

ground-level surveying of the carriers on the issue of ELD compliance than Kevin and Andrew. We are 

very happy they could join us for this discussion. 

 

Both Kevin and Andrew have backgrounds in transportation. Kevin created CarrierLists after working as a 

freight broker for mid-sized 3PLs for a while.  And Andrew has been with Kenco in various roles 

surrounding transportation solution design. He’s done modeling and pricing, and so their combination of 

industry knowledge plus data analytics is really where we come to here with CarrierLists.  They will give 

you a bit more background on the project, give their remarks, and then we’ll come back for Q&A.  

 

 

Kevin Hill: 

 

Thanks David, and thanks to Stifel for having us on. Both Andrew and I appreciate it and we’ll delve right 

into the ELD mandate and the storyline. The backstory is that electronic logging devices (ELDs) have 

been discussed for years. Nothing ever really came of it until December of 2015, when the FMCSA 

published rules for enforcement for implementation within the next couple years, which is now looming on 

December 18, 2017. We are now within two weeks of that date.  

 

Well discuss what happens after that deadline, as its still somewhat up in the air. And the uncertainty has 

caused some degree of fear and resentment from independent truckers and smaller fleets about 

implementing ELDs and about the electronic recording that goes along with it. Paper logs are—let’s say—

more flexible for recording hours of service. So there’s been quite a bit of resistance to rolling out ELDs. 

The latest in the saga is HR 3282, which was introduced by Representative Brian Babin of Texas to delay 

ELD implementation for another two years until December of 2019. So, the ELD story is a long one that’s 

finally coming to a head as the deadline approaches. Starting back in September, we began surveying 

carriers and noting everything that they were calling-out on a daily basis in order to get a true sense of 

what the numbers were. That process led us to where we are today with this survey. 

 

 

Andrew Lockwood: 

 

Kevin, you make some good points. We both recognize that, for pretty much all of our audience today, 

this has been a story out there for two years in the news. If you’re like me, you’ve probably been brow-

beaten with ELD news and everything that Amazon is doing. So, this is just one of those storylines that’s 

been in the news so much that people have just stopped paying attention to it. Neither Kevin nor I really 

set out with intention of doing a survey—we never got together and said, “Let’s really dig into this process 

and see what we find”. I think it really happened very organically as we interacted from our different 

backgrounds and roles. But we think there’s a very compelling storyline here and we want those in the 

industry—and even outside the industry—to understand the implications of what we’re seeing. 
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Exhibit 1 is the first email I ever received from Kevin. Kenco had subscribed to some of the Carrier Lists’ 

services and this was one of the mass emails that went out. I’m a very analytical person, so as I read the 

percentages (highlighted part), I’m thinking to myself, something isn’t right here, something’s missing or 

something is awry with his sampling or polling methods. I mean we’ve all known about this for so long, 

how could everyone be this far behind the curve? 

 
 

Exhibit 1: First Point of Contact 
 

 

Source: CarrierLists 
 

 
That’s when I engaged Kevin and we started emailing back and forth, which led to more in-depth phone 

conversations. Just to put everyone at ease, I’ve tried to poke as many holes in these results as possible 

because I was curious about the implications that these results could have on the transportation industry. 

Exhibit 2 will put some of this into perspective. The ATA says there are a total of 586,000 registered 

carriers.  
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Exhibit 2: Doubting the Results 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists 
 

 

Now, again, we have a difference between carriers and drivers. The mega-fleet carriers, which have a 

very large number of power-units, only make up about 3% of the pie. The other 97% of the ATA carrier 

statistics are carriers with power units of 20 or less. So with the survey results in, I started to dig into the 

question of, “What if carriers are lying?” Well, we should see a false positive because it’s in the carrier’s 

best interest to say they’re ready for the ELD mandate, even if they weren’t. If that were true, then we 

would see a percentage much higher, not lower.  

 

As the weeks went on, I started to get more involved with the data. Kevin and his team would poll the 

carriers, he would send me the data and we would talk about it on a weekly basis. Over the last 12 

weeks, his team has engaged 3,200 carriers. Let me point out that timing is everything when conducting a 

survey like this because things change quickly as a deadline approaches. For example, carriers that 

didn’t have ELDs implemented in early September may be compliant in late November. We would expect 

that more carriers will become compliant as we approach the deadline. The big question is whether it will 

be 100%. If not, what percent will be compliant? 

 

We wanted to fact check our data to make sure we’re not out in left field here.  The old analogy goes, I 

have one guy on each of my shoulders, one saying this doesn’t match up with some of the industry news 

and then I have a guy on my right shoulder, the data guy, telling me to look at the data. There have been 

other, larger surveys, but they have looked at bigger fleets, which typically have a higher percentage of 

ELD compliance. That makes sense; carriers with more resources will be more likely to be prepared for 

the upcoming mandate.  
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Kevin Hill: 

 

There was an Overdrive article released a couple days ago that talked about an online survey, conducted 

in mid-November, which showed an adoption rate of 30%.  That is right in line with our results. And I can 

confirm these results as I’ve been on the phone calling carriers myself. At first, I also doubted the 20% to 

40% adoption rates coming in with 6 weeks to go until the deadline.  I thought there was no way this 

could be right. But we’ve now polled 3,000 carriers and the story has remained consistent. Everyone is in 

process, everyone had been waiting for a delay, but now everyone is scrambling and some people may 

have to park their trucks, so we’ll see how that plays out.  

 

 

Andrew Lockwood: 

 

And right now, as we get closer to the deadline, we are somewhere in the mid-70 percent range in terms 

of compliant fleets. Again, that number is rising as we get closer to the enforcement date. The takeaway 

here is that we’re not crying wolf, we’re just saying the data is very interesting and we’ll talk about those 

specific areas of interest are. From my perspective, as I deal with shippers, carriers, and the enforcement 

side, there are so many different implications and perspectives worth considering.  

 

Exhibit 3 displays a news publication that Kevin began to distribute on a weekly basis. At its core, this is 

your classic supply and demand imbalance. The topic of driver shortages has been so saturated in the 

news, it’s tough to distinguish the implications, but I can tell you what we know based on the data sources 

that I have access to. One of our most trustworthy sources is the DAT and they’re showing that dry-van 

spot rates, across the nation, have increased by 22% year over year. The question is, “If we remove 

additional drivers, what impact does that have to the supply equation?”  

 
 

Exhibit 3: This is Newsworthy 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists, DAT 
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There are some people that think this won’t have a huge effect on the industry and there are others that 

think it will significantly affect the trucking industry. I’m not necessarily saying that Kevin and I are on 

either side. We’re simply saying it’s worth considering the data and implications it may have on your 

business. With the ELD mandate, drivers and carriers have a couple of choices to make. They can either 

adopt the technology and move forward or they can resist and move out of the industry into some of the 

other growing sectors. There are a lot of unknowns there, especially with the smaller carriers.  

  

With that said, Exhibit 4 displays our most recent weekly data. As you can see, the percent of ELD ready 

carriers has risen pretty sharply over the last 12 weeks. What I’ve done is plotted a line to show the 

trajectory and you can see it ends on 12/18. Neither Kevin nor I are in the business of predicting where 

results will end, but you can draw your own conclusions based on the weekly results. You can also see 

the three-week moving average, which has plateaued as of late due to the holidays. 

 
 

Exhibit 4: How Many Carriers are ELD Ready? 
 

 
Source: CarrierLists 
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We’ve broken this data down further in Exhibit 5. The survey data backs up the reasoning that smaller 

carriers are slower to become compliant. We have the data broken out by fleet size on the top portion of 

Exhibit 5, and then toward the bottom, we started to look at the difference between regional, super-

regional and nationwide fleets. 

 
 

Exhibit 5: Small Fleets are Less Compliant 
 

 
 
 
Source: CarrierLists, data as of 11/13/17 – 11/27/17 
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Kevin Hill: 

 

Nationwide carriers cover 48 states and don’t really have any main lanes. They’re basically chasing 

freight. The super-regionals are carriers that cover a large regional area, like east of the Mississippi or the 

Western 11. We had super-regionals at anything over a 1,000-mile radius. Then you have the regional 

guys, who stay within a 500-700-mile radius. 

 

 

Andrew Lockwood: 

 
I think it’s also worth noting that the table in Exhibit 5 just shows the polling results from the last three 

weeks. As you can see, the smaller fleets are lagging behind the larger fleets. 

Exhibit 6 breaks the data out into the individual trailer style. We’ve seen Dry Van lead the pack, Reefer is 

right up there, Flatbed is kind of in the middle, and then you have Tank and Bulk trailing behind.  

 

Exhibit 6: Tank and Bulk Trail Reefer and Van 
 

 
 
Source: CarrierLists 
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Kevin Hill: 

 

It’s worth noting that Dry Bulk is primarily regional, which feeds into their lower adoption rates. 

 

Andrew Lockwood: 

 

Exhibit 7 has the last piece of our latest data puzzle, which is displayed on a U.S map. The shading is 

based on the carrier’s domicile; therefore, the darker the state is, the more compliant they are. The white 

shading starts at 48% and we took out Rhode Island and Alaska because there wasn’t enough 

meaningful data from these areas. With that, let’s transition to implications. Kevin, what do you see from a 

dry van carrier’s perspective? 

 
 

Exhibit 7: State-by-State Adoption 
 

 
 
Source: CarrierLists, data as of 11/13/17 – 11/27/17 
 

 

 

Kevin Hill: 

 

Over the last few months, I think the actual driver resistance has died down quite a bit. Even the ELD-

related protests are not heavily attended. The “big rally” that happened in Newtown, Kansas ended up 

being so small that residents didn’t even know it was going on. I don’t see a lot of resistance. Therefore, I 

don’t think we will see a ton of people leaving the industry, especially if rates come up. As Andrew was 

saying, it’s all about supply and demand. 
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Andrew Lockwood: 

 

I’ve laid out some of the implications in Exhibit 8. If carriers are ELD ready and running a good operation, 

the next 5 years could really be the golden age of trucking. Carriers are either preparing to take 

advantage of rising rates, or they’re preparing to exit the industry, or they’ll start facing the repercussions 

starting December 18
th
. We’ll talk about those repercussions here in a second. 

 
 

Exhibit 8: Golden Age of Trucking 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists 
 

 

 

Kevin Hill: 

 

Yes, and the driver shortage projections have remained between 50,000-60,000 drivers. If 1% of the 

carriers exit the industry, you’re looking at roughly 5,800. 

 

 

Andrew Lockwood: 

 

Correct. And there’s no static data point for the average number of drivers per fleet. But let’s just assume 

20 power units per carrier. So, 6,000 carriers times 20 power units per carrier for 1% of the industry 

exiting comes out to roughly 120,000 power units per 1% move. That’s a large amount of drivers and 

capacity that could potentially exit the market. Now, no one can predict when or if this happens, this is 

simply a hypothetical to show the effect of 1% of the carriers exiting the market. 
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Kevin Hill: 

 

Exhibit 9 dives into the implications for the smaller fleets—specifically those who are late adopters. Many 

of these carriers have a lot to do in a short amount of time. They’re trying to get everything installed and 

programmed, trying to train their drivers, dispatchers, operation teams, and safety department. Most of 

these smaller fleets are still on paper logs and they plan on making the switch on December 18
th
. These 

carriers are failing to realize that there’s a learning curve for planning and structuring your workflow with 

ELDs. This learning curve could end up affecting performance and putting short term strain on capacity. 

 
 

Exhibit 9: Late Adopter Implications 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists 
 

 

 

Andrew Lockwood: 

 

Kevin, you make a good point. I mean anyone right now can go down to the local truck stop and purchase 

an ELD-ready device off the shelf. Here at Kenco, we have a pretty large fleet of dedicated assets, and so 

this is really one of those subjects where you can make it as complicated or as simple as your operation 

dictates. We’ll talk about the enforcement piece, which is crucial, in a little bit. 

 

 

Kevin Hill: 

 

And the proactive smaller carriers, who have been running ELDs for months should be able to take 

advantage of the next 3-6 months. They’re going to be better positioned to actually participate in rate 

increases due to their reliability and streamlined operations. 
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Andrew Lockwood: 

 

Let’s transition to the shippers’ perspective in Exhibit 10. From my vantage point, I think this is a blind 

spot for certain types of shippers. Other surveys support this hypothesis by referencing the fact that 

shippers are less aware of this potential tightness in the market. The smaller carriers are not being 

represented in the big shippers’ meetings and board rooms, while the more compliant, bigger carriers are. 

I believe it’s important to note that shippers seem to be more removed from the implications this could 

have on the transportation environment.  

 
 

Exhibit 10: Shipper’s Perspective 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists 
 

 

There are a few important pieces to take into consideration. Whose responsibility does compliance 

become? If you’re a carrier that uses a broker or a transportation management group to do the auditing, 

what exactly is required? That’s the tough part, because the worst-case scenario is that on December 18, 

you have a load going from California to New York and all of a sudden, your freight is held up at 5 state 

borders because the carrier your load was tendered to isn’t ELD ready. There are results that I think will 

help bring some of this to the surface but that question of who does the auditing is an important one. 

 

 

Kevin Hill: 

 

And also, how do you audit?  Do you take someone’s word for it? There’s no official ELD compliance 

registration for carriers. Everyone is taking each other’s word. And unless you actually look in the truck 

and physically test it out, there’s no way to know for sure. 
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Andrew Lockwood: 

 

We believe one of the indicators will be the carrier’s safety score that most brokers and transportation 

management authorities are going to use to vet their carriers. But there’s no direct link there. As Kevin 

pointed out, large rate increases are starting to become the norm. We have an example where a really 

large carrier went to their customers with a 10% increase. I’m seeing that become more common in the 

marketplace. Shippers should be budgeting for these increases in 2018 because the price of 

transportation is going up.  

 

I love that the ELDs are going to force the industry to respect the truck driver and the carrier’s time. I’m a 

big proponent of showing respect for the individual’s time. For years, warehouses have not been efficient 

with a driver’s time. Too often, we see truckers tied up for 4 hours at the dock waiting to get loaded or 

unloaded because of inefficiencies that haven’t been taken care of. I think that point is largely missed by 

the carriers and there’s so much resistance because they see this technology as a burden. In reality, this 

technology provides a ton of opportunity, and potentially saves the drivers and carriers a lot of time.  

 

The ELD mandate will provide a level of transparency that will start to create more efficient operations. If 

I’m a carrier and I have a choice between taking a load to somebody’s dock where I know I’m going to get 

tied up for 3-4 hours because they’re not very efficient, or I can do a drop and hook, I’m going to take the 

faster option every time. That’s a very positive implication of what we’re going to see from this mandate. 

 

 

Kevin Hill: 

 

Absolutely. And you’re going to see a premium for time. Time is money in this industry, and it is getting 

more expensive every year. The inefficient shippers will become more efficient or lose business to their 

competition. I believe we will see a lot of shippers investing in new technologies and procedures that will 

help them become more effective.  

 

 

Andrew Lockwood: 

 

We’ve covered carriers and we’ve covered shippers. Kevin, you used to be in the brokerage seat day in 

and day out. From your perspective, what are some of the implications for the broker? 

 

 

Kevin Hill: 

 

Let’s take a look at Exhibit 11. As a broker, you’re caught in the middle of the shipper and the carrier. 

The hardest part of the job is keeping both parties happy. Now that everything is going electronic, it’s 

harder to give slower customers the leeway that they used to be able to receive. If you’re wasting two 

hours of a trucker’s time, then they’re going to expect payment. And if the shipper’s not paying, word gets 

around pretty quickly and all of a sudden, that’s reflected in the shippers’ rates. As a broker, you’re caught 

in the middle of that negotiation, so you want to keep a good relationship with the carrier and of course 

with the shipper as well. 
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Exhibit 11: Broker’s Perspective 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists 
 

 

 

Andrew Lockwood: 

 

I think it really comes down to knowing your industry and managing your interactions with the warehouse 

or the drop points. From the 3PL perspective, it’s tough because there’s a lot of relationship management 

that goes into keeping your carrier happy while trying to serve your customer at the same time. Again, I 

go back to the point that there is an indirect expense in tendering to non-compliant carriers. The worst 

case scenario is that your freight gets held up for 2-3 days when there’s no lead time. As we make our 

way into a new year with new changes, we may see some situations where people get burned and 

relationships fall apart. 

 

 

Kevin Hill: 

 

That’s a good segue into discussing the new coercion rules that were released last year. It’s illegal for a 

broker, shipper, or dispatcher to coerce drivers into breaking hours of service, which is not much easier to 

monitor. At the beginning of this new mandate, there’s going to be a lot of pressure from shippers and 

brokers to meet time deadlines. How do you not coerce drivers? There is very little leeway with the new 

tracking devices. So, a driver that’s running 4 hours behind will be hard pressed to make that gap up. A 

lot of people are going to be crossing the line of coercion, so we might see a pickup in those fines as well. 

 

 

Andrew Lockwood: 

 

Let’s switch to the last implication here, which is ELD mandate enforcement. Kevin, I know you had many 

more conversations on this piece than I’ve had. What have you heard from having your ear to the 

ground?  
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Exhibit 12: Enforcement 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists 
 

 

 

Kevin Hill: 

 

The basic point is that there is no clear plan for enforcement. It doesn’t seem like a lot of thought has 

gone into enforcement yet. It’s handled on a state-by-state basis. The actual training from the FMCSA is 

starting here soon, which will require anyone who does the inspections to go through an 8-hour training 

course. The head of client inspections for Oklahoma Highway Patrol told me that the training could 

radically change, which is why I say this is still up in the air. One enforcement-related item that I am sure 

of is that no one is going to be completely put out of service until April 1
st
, 2018. Now, that doesn’t mean 

drivers are immune from receiving fines. It’s still unclear as to whether highway patrol units will be writing 

monetary fines before April. However, it is important to note that the average cost per infraction can be as 

high as $8,000 to $10,000. Based on my conversations with highway patrol, it is clear that they will be 

putting drivers that are in violation out of service for 10 hours. So, a truck that’s hauling produce from 

California to New York could potentially be put out of service for 10 hours in every single state it crosses, 

if it doesn’t have an ELD installed and working. To make matters more complicated, the load would be 

considered agricultural, which is subject to an exemption grace period. 

 

The general theme is that there is no real clarity when it comes to the enforcement of this new mandate. 

We will pay close attention in the months following enforcement, because rates should significantly 

fluctuate depending on how strict enforcement is. 
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Andrew Lockwood: 

 

Enforcement is definitely a big gray area that we’ve seen. I do want to make time for questions, so we’ll 

zoom through these last few exhibits. One thing that will be interesting are lanes that are right there on 

the cusp of 1-2-day transits between 500 and 600 miles that may become two-day transit lanes. 

Therefore, certain lanes may see more of an increase. In Exhibit 13, I show the San Francisco to San 

Diego lane, which is right at 500 miles. But if you catch traffic, suddenly that’s a two-day transit difference. 

In the past, if you were a carrier running paper logs, you just get your other paper log in the cab and you 

just keep on trucking. On December 18, 2017, that will be considered illegal and fully documented. So, 

this is a very good change for our industry, but it will change pricing on certain routes.  

 
 

Exhibit 13: Price Increases 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists, DAT, San Francisco to San Diego lane results, 12/4/17 
 

 

Exhibit 14 has the key questions and takeaways as far as what we’ve been coaching our shippers and 

clients on—how you protect yourself from having your freight caught in transit by a non-compliant carrier? 

I bring about the example of Walmart’s “on-time, in-full” because there’s just no wiggle room—you pay the 

penalty if it’s not on time and in full. Our industry was built on relationships, and those relationships will be 

more important than ever as we move into this new era.  
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Exhibit 14: Key Questions 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists 
 

 

I’ll finish us up here with our key takeaways in Exhibit 15. First, consider your 2018 budget and the 

impact that it could see. Again, no one’s crying wolf, but I think it’s something to consider based on the 

data we’ve seen. It may be a little late to approach the table with contingency plans, but I like spreading 

the eggs in multiple baskets. Just have that open conversation with your carrier, because from a carrier 

perspective, those that are ready are in a prime position to benefit. It’s still too early to make accurate 

predictions on who exits the market and how quickly they do, but we do expect regional carriers to lag 

behind the national and super-regional carriers in terms of adoption. Those are some of the key 

takeaways that we’ve been communicating to our clients. 

 
 

Exhibit 15: Takeaways 
 

 
 

Source: CarrierLists 
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Question & Answer 

 

Dave Ross:  So just to kick us off, when you talk about ELD enforcement, where does speed 

come into play? And by that, I mean do you think fleets would be able to speed 

up from 60 miles an hour to 75 miles an hour to fit the same run in the new 

window? If so, does the ELD device allow law enforcement call-back provision 

where they say, “listen you ran 500 miles in 5 hours, that’s a speeding ticket”? 

Where do you see the ELDs fitting in on the speed compliance? 

 

Kevin Hill:   That’s a great question.  I’m not completely sure, but what’s likely is that the 

powers that be don’t either. I think a lot of officers have yet to be trained on how 

to download the information to a readable format. I’m not sure if law enforcement 

has even started to consider those implications. 

 

Andrew Lockwood:   That’s a tough one because now you have the ability to look at the driver’s 

historical performance and that seems like an invasion of privacy. That’s like our 

personal car data getting downloaded to the highway patrol and then 8 hours 

later they stop you for speeding on I-4. That’s actually a question I haven’t heard 

yet, but I think it’s a great question. I don’t know the answer but I think it’s a gray 

area right now with enforcement.  

 

Dave Ross:   And another thing that’s popped up in conversations with folks in the industry is, 

on the FMCSA website, there are over 40 certified ELD devices. But apparently 

those are self-certified devices and maybe a third of them aren’t actually 

compliant with the ELD mandate. Let’s say I’m a carrier who went onto the 

FMCSA website, said that ELD number 123 looks good. I buy it, I put it in, and 

then I get pulled over and it’s actually not compliant. Have you heard any talk 

about that and how they’re looking to whittle-down the FMCSA approved list? Or 

is there a plan to deal with people that have ELDs that were sold as compliant 

ELDs but are in fact non-compliant? 

 

Andrew Lockwood:   I haven’t heard any chatter to that end. Obviously, no one wants to get sold a bag 

of goods and then find out that they’re non-compliant. Kevin, any insight from 

your end? 

 

Kevin Hill:   Yes, I think that list is actually over 100 now and it is all self-certified like you 

said. At some point, there are plans to go in and actually do legitimate 

certifications. A lot of the late adopters—the people who are rushing in right 

now—are going to Loves and buying what can be best described as a “burner” 

ELD device. Those are probably going to be the ones that are going to be the 

first on the list to get chopped off. I mean, at some point, that’s going to shake 

out and that’s another question not many people have looked into.  
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Speaker 1:   I’m looking at the brokers—and I believe the phrase Andrew used was 

relationship management—can you talk a little bit more about how you would 

advise brokers to set up realistic expectations with shippers? As you pointed out, 

it’s logistically impossible to go further than surveying your carriers, because you 

can’t go to 10,000 different trucks and make sure that they actually have installed 

these ELDs. How do you set expectations with the shippers and at the same time 

try and minimize these cases where people get burned? 

 

Andrew Lockwood:   Yes, that’s a great question because we see it every day. It’s such a tough 

position because no one wants to go to your customer and say, “Oh, by the way, 

expect a 10% increase on some of these shipments”. I go back to one of our 

philosophies, which is to put our eggs in a lot of different baskets. Carrier-wise, I 

recommend you have a first, second, and third option—options that you have an 

active relationship with. From a carrier management perspective, we have 

quarterly meetings with our top carriers; we talk about the good, the bad, and the 

room for improvement. Just sit down with your carriers and figure out where your 

business is going and have those discussions. On the shipper side, I think it’s 

important to set realistic expectations. Everyone is always looking for a better 

deal. Sometimes, what happens in our industry is that somebody will sell a 

shipper a bag of goods and then right when the contract is signed, the price goes 

up 10%. So, many shippers have been burned by that. I think it’s important to 

understand that the industry is changing. The 22% increase in spot rates in the 

last year has been a big story, in and of itself, and now we’re talking about 

removing additional capacity. That’s tough. But at the end of the day, it’s about 

quality, it’s about helping serve the needs of your customer, and it’s about just 

being honest and transparent.  

 

Speaker 1:   Also, you referenced the Walmart “on-time, in-full”. I know Kroger has recently 

introduced similar fines. It seems like the brokers I speak to have said that 

shippers are becoming less and less understanding of delays. So, back to your 

answer, how do you set those realistic expectations knowing that this Walmart 

model is an example of shippers that are becoming less accepting of late 

deliveries, which could happen if someone is taken out of service on April 2
nd

? 

 

Andrew Lockwood:   That’s a good question too, because we all live in the Amazon age, right? We all 

have Prime two-day shipping and we just expect things to show up magically. We 

don’t care what happens in the process and that is exactly what you’ve described 

from a shippers’ perspective. They don’t understand why the carrier or the broker 

can’t get their freight from New York to California the next day. It’s a matter of 

educating your customers, from a process standpoint. One of the things I really 

like about Kenco is that we look at the umbrella of services. So, this is not just a 

transportation problem, this is probably a supply chain issue.  
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We need to talk about adequate lead times and how we can help you plan your 

supply chain so you’re shipping the right things at the right time from your dock 

when you need it. There are some hard conversations to be had with your 

shipper, especially when you run into this. Much of it has to do with lead times 

and putting the right planning system and business rules in place so that you 

make sure that you don’t get burned by delivering that Wal-mart load a day late. 

Does that help a little bit? 

 

Speaker 1:   It does, thanks. And Kevin, have you heard of any discussion among law 

enforcement regarding the app-based devices that fall into the ELD category, 

having some jailbreaking features? I’m sure you’ve heard of the jailbreaking 

features that essentially negate the ELD effect. You jailbreak it so you can still 

manipulate the logs, has anyone brought that up yet? 

 

Kevin Hill:   No, it’s something that’s been absent from our conversations with carriers. There 

isn’t a jailbreaking app yet, but I’m sure someone’s working on it because you 

can probably make a lot of money with it. But that’s something that’s been 

absent. I did expect to hear it more because there has been demand. There are 

a lot of people that would buy a jailbreaking app once it hits the market. We’ll see 

how that cat and mouse game goes for law enforcement and drivers. 

 

Speaker 2:   Thanks so much for doing this call. We talked about 3% of the carriers being 

large and 97% being small. But the 3% that are large—what percent of capacity 

do they have? Does anybody have a number on that? 

 

Andrew Lockwood:   The large fleets account for approximately 20% to 25% of total capacity. 

 

Speaker 2:   Okay, got it. Then, just in the various surveying that you guys have done, did you 

ask any of the non-compliant folks whether they intend to comply or plan on 

quitting? I’m just curious if you heard anything about a quit rate. Then, 

secondarily, do you have any idea how many of those that haven’t converted yet 

are running legal hours versus how many are running way over? 

 

Kevin Hill:   So the quit rates are probably pretty low. I think most of the delay has been on 

anticipation of getting that eleventh-hour stay from the Trump administration or 

someone in D.C. coming in and delaying it for two years, which would mean 

there’s no reason to rush out and buy equipment. I think that’s it. There have 

been a lot of threats of people exiting the business, but the rates are going to go 

up to compensate for less driving in the long term.  

 

I would say probably 10% are pretty big offenders on that. Andrew is that within 

your thinking? 
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Andrew Lockwood:   I would agree. Why would you want to quit when you’re about to get into the 

golden age of trucking? You’re a driver with an asset, just buy the cheap 

technology. Everyone stands to gain from it because we know prices are going 

up. That may be blunt, but there is no need to move out of the industry just to 

make a point. We do expect to see a “black list” of carriers that will be negatively 

impacted by enforcement, but I don’t think anyone has a great prediction of how 

many “black list” carriers there will be.  

 

Kevin Hill:   There are a number of small fleets that are running very thin margins. The only 

way these fleets can actually turn a profit is through fudging the books and 

breaking the hours of service. We’ll see if they actually switch over if rates come 

up. I think the question of whether they will be able to legally turn a profit remains 

to be answered.  

 

Dave Ross:   I have one more question for you guys too. When we’re talking about the 

percentage of carriers that are ELD compliant, moving up from 20% to 40% to 

60% to 70%, how close to 100% can it get? When you survey these carriers, do 

you ask them if they’re exempt from ELDs? Are your survey results a percentage 

of carriers who need an ELD? Or does this somehow include some local guys 

who may say they’re not getting an ELD, but they don’t actually need one?  

 

Andrew Lockwood:   It is screened out. If the carrier is exempt, we make sure to note that and not 

include it in our survey results. 

 

Dave Ross:   And do you have an estimate of how many carriers you’ve talked to or what the 

percentage of total carriers you’ve surveyed would be that is claiming some kind 

of exemption status? 

 

Kevin Hill:  It’s pretty low. It’s less than 10%. I’d say it’s somewhere between 5% and 10%.  

 

Speaker 3:   Given the large number of small fleets that are excluded by their reporting on a 

12-hour and 100-mile radius limit basis, is 10% reasonable? It seems like a very 

small percentage—too small for the number that actually will find exemption by 

way of 100-mile radius rule and/or with operating trucks pre-2000 model year 

engines and makes. Please elaborate. 

 

Kevin Hill:   Sure, The survey isn’t a complete scientific random sampling of the entire 

industry. We’re only surveying the carriers. We screened out the data in our call 

lists to concentrate on over-the-road (OTR) trucking companies instead of the 

local guys.  
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Andrew Lockwood:   Now, you bring about a really good point though. If you’re a regional trucking 

carrier and you see this looming mandate, you have two options. You can either 

implement the technology or change so you don’t have to go outside that 100-

mile radius. We don’t have the data needed to provide accurate insight into this 

issue, but it will be interesting to see if some regional players become local 

players because of that.  

 

Speaker 3:   And indeed the likes of Amazon are enticing them to make that move into local 

delivery activities rather than semi-regional anyway.  

 

Kevin Hill:   Exactly. You’ve seen it in the news with XPO and with Amazon. These big 

players want to be in every metropolitan place in the US and suddenly OTR 

becomes less of a percentage of the entire industry and now we’re dealing more 

with local fleets. I see that industry dynamic changing as Amazon and some of 

the other companies play out a final-mile strategy. 

 

Dave Ross:   And just to wrap it up, because this is such an important topic on the regulatory 

side, were there any other regulations that drivers are worried about? As you get 

into talking to drivers and carriers about ELDs did any of the other regulations 

that are coming down the pike come up more than others? 

 

Kevin Hill:   Yes. I’d say a difference or a change in Hours of Service. I think everyone is 

going to be pushing for that next. ELDs take away the flexibility of when you can 

take breaks, which should bring up a lot of new discussion. They will most likely 

tweak the Hours of Service to give more flexibility to the driving schedule. They 

may not extend the hours of service, but they may become more lenient on break 

time. The only other thing is the Food Safety Modernization Act, which is not 

quite as monumental as the ELD.  

 

Andrew Lockwood:   I would also mention the CSA scores. A lot of carriers are worried about how the 

ELD mandate will affect their safety scores. For example, that’s one of the key 

components here at Kenco that we check of our carriers. There are 9 or 10 

different items we check each day with our carriers, and if you’re not ELD-

compliant it affects those scores. We’ve heard law enforcement say that’s not 

going to impact anything until April and so there will be fines but no points. That’s 

a big topic that a lot of folks are asking about as well. 

 

Dave Ross:   Excellent, well thank you both joining us today. And thanks to the audience for 

joining us to cover so much good material and what is a very important topic.  
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